ECO DESIGN

ECO EXPERIMENT
BedZed, Sutton
BedZED is the UK’s first large-scale, mixed-use
sustainable neighbourhood with homes, office
space and a college. It was shortlisted for the
Stirling Prize in 2003.
Design Brief
To create an exemplary carbon-neutral
community with green spaces, recycling
facilities and water-saving features. The northfacing offices have been given a big skylight to
ensure that the space is beautifully lit.
Working There
‘The office is naturally ventilated and the sun
from the skylight makes this a soothing place
to work,’ says Nick Schoon, of environmental
enterprise BioRegional, who worked on the
development, and occupies some of its office
space. The development’s open green spaces
and gardens add to a sense of wellbeing, as does
being part of a lively community.
Rocking Eco
BedZED is built from natural, recycled or

reclaimed materials such as steel and bricks
that were sourced from demolition sites within
a 35-mile radius. The building features solar
panels and a wind-driven ventilation system.
At Home
‘Having lots of plants around improves the

feeling of the space,’ says Nick. ‘Consider using
eco-friendly paint and low-flow taps (visit the
Energy Saving Trust energysavingtrust.org.uk
for more information) to regulate water use.’
Website
bioregional.com/bedzed

cleverly made up of floor joists, floorboards
and a single long pine beam. ‘We have a
reclamation yard so builders come to us;
people give us things too.’
At Home
To recreate the Baines look don’t write off
broken items, or pieces that look tired. The
office rescues discarded Anglepoise lamps,

some dating back to the 1930s, rewires them,
then displays several together for a striking
tableau. Old, rusty or chippy pieces may look
unimpressive on their own, but put together
– such as Baines’ collection of old toy cars –
create a story.
Website
bainesgroup.co.uk

WAREHOUSE WONDER
Baines & Partners, Essex
Chartered surveyors Baines + Partners are
housed in a 1960s warehouse.

THE ECO OFFICE

A GREENER WORKING SPACE CAN MEAN A SMALLER ECOLOGICAL
FOOTPRINT AND A MORE CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT. THESE
OFFICES ARE LEADING THE WAY, OFFERING INTERIOR AND
ECO-INSPIRATION TO TRY AT HOME
WORDS SONIA ZHURAVLYOVA

B

oth independent co-working spaces and established
businesses are catching onto the idea that being ecofriendly makes for inspiring offices. Exploring products and
materials with meaning and history create depth and interest
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to the working environment, whilst a green ethos encourages
care and openness. The offices show that our immediate
surroundings have a huge impact on productivity as well as
state of mind, ideas that translate to the domestic space, too.

Design Brief
The aim was to avoid as much waste as
possible and to use materials that would
have otherwise been disposed of, especially
from projects that the company was working
on. ‘Everything has an alternative purpose,
a floorboard may be a floorboard until it
becomes something else,’ says chartered
surveyor Ken Baines, who designed the office.
Working There
Ken has created a quirky space by responding
to the materials that were on hand, such as old
scaffolding that became handrails. The office
is full of surprises: reclaimed doors from an
old school building now serve as a partition.
The office reflects Ken’s open-mindedness: a
1930s wooden boat has been hung on the wall
as decoration. ‘People are fed up with sterile
offices, they want something that gets the
creative juices flowing,’ he says.
Rocking Eco
The materials used in the office are largely
reclaimed, such as the reception desk that is
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UPCYCLED CHIC
Mandala Travel, Helsinki
Travel agency Mandala Travel is run by three
outdoor enthusiasts. In 2013 they turned to
Dutch designer Willem Heeffer to create a
cosy and brightly coloured space that would
reflect their spirit of adventure as well as their
branding.
Design Brief
‘I am particularly keen on recycled and natural
material and having a low carbon footprint,’
says Heeffer. ‘You can flat pack the whole office
in half an hour and re-use the furniture in lots
of different contexts.’
Working There
When prospective customers enter Mandala’s
cheery office they are welcomed by colours
reminiscent of atlases – desert yellows, ocean
blues and forest greens – that instantly puts
them in the travelling mood. The co-founders
take pride in knowing that much of the
material used in the office has been upcycled.
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SUSTAINABLE SUPERHEROES
Rocking Eco
A long plywood table is lit by Heeffer’s
colourful lamps, cleverly made from old
washing-machine drums. The window seats
and stools are created from reclaimed wood,
jazzed up with bright tones. A colourful,
and useful, dividing wall is a collection of
panels supplied by Sita, a local waste-solution
company.
At Home
There is plenty that can be done with discarded
household pieces and simple tools. Something
that you would consider no longer useful – an
old door perhaps – can become a table top,
or an old jar can easily be turned into a pot
for pens or paint brushes. Take a leaf out of
Heeffer’s book and use complementary colours
to transform the most modest materials
into something fresh and bursting with
personality.
Website
willemheeffer.nl

The Sustainable Studio, Cardiff
Julia Harris and her sister have breathed
new life into a former munitions factory to
create an open plan, co-working creative
community in the heart of Cardiff.
Design Brief
‘We wanted everything to be recycled and
reclaimed to tie in with our values – we’re
all about longevity and finding new use for

things,’ says Julia, who runs a sustainable
fashion label. The open-plan studio is home
to artists and writers, and there is plenty of
communal space to share skills and ideas
as well as neat partitions where people can
retreat for a bit of peace and quiet.
Working There
The upcycled materials and abundance of
daylight have created a warm and inspiring
interior. ‘There is a lot of light and air –

nothing is too shut off, in order to encourage
collaboration, and can be easily taken down
and moved to another location if and when we
need to,’ Julia explains.
Rocking Eco
‘The biggest impact’, says Julia ‘is that we’re
sharing the space and pooling our resources –
so we’re not wasting energy.’
At Home
Contact building contractors or local
businesses that are refurbishing or renovating
their premises – it’s always worth asking
for spare or unwanted materials, such as
discarded timber, MDF or Strand board (as
used in the Sustainable Studio) that can then
be used to build furniture, create a partition
in an open plan home or use as a headboard.
Think about how to use old fabrics too – an
unwanted tote bag or t-shirt can be used to
spruce up a shabby chair.
Website
thesustainablestudio.com
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DOWN THE THATCH
Flemish barn conversion, Bolberg
Dutch architect Arend Groenewegen
transformed a Flemish-style barn that dates
back to the 1800s. It was used to store hay and
rural machinery and is now a modern office.
Design Brief
The challenge was to bring in light and air
while maintaining the essence of a typical
Flemish barn.
Working There
‘This is a very positive space,’ says Twan De
Kruijf, whose environmental management
consultancy Kleemans has been in the barn
for the past two years. ‘And it helps with
translating our company mission to our clients
– it is open and friendly, just like us.’
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Rocking Eco
There is a biodegradable roof made from local
grass and the building’s historic pine wood
walls were preserved with traditional black
tar. Shutters open up to filter natural sunlight
into the space.
At Home
If you’re thinking of turning a garden shed,
garage or out-building into an office find a
sympathetic builder or architect who can work
with an existing structure to keep its soul,
but convert so it’s well insulated and lets in
plenty of light. This will keep your bills down,
especially if you are using it all the time.
Website
arendgroenewegen.nl

